The Humanitarian Efforts program of the American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery Foundation offers this list of US-based nonprofit organizations that accept donations of medical educational publications. Contact the specific institution or program in advance to make sure it is still accepting materials and that what you have is what they need. Sending inappropriate materials is more harmful than sending none. Plan your shipment by sorting, weeding, and discarding inappropriate materials before sending. Medical and health sciences libraries with books and/or journals to discard may be interested in listing their materials with the Health Literature Exchange service run by the World Health Organization. To learn more about the AAO-HNSF humanitarian program, contact humanitarian@entnet.org or 1-703-535-3738.

**Books for Africa (BFA)** Executive Director: Patrick Plonski, 253 East 4th Street, Suite 200, Saint Paul, MN 55101, USA, phone: 651-602-9844 fax: 651-602-9848 Email: info@booksforafrica.org Ship donations to: BFA Warehouse, 2971 Olympic Industrial Dr SE, Smyrna, GA 30080

Medical books in the basic sciences and clinical medicine published in the last 15 years only. Atlases < 5 years old; Encyclopedias < 8 years old or most current. Educational textbooks in medicine, science, social science and the humanities < 8 years old. (Psychiatric, medico-economic, and medical informatics books and those that pertain to U.S. culture and health care organizations are NOT generally helpful.) Contact for donation instructions. Distributes basic medical and nursing texts, not journals, to 21 African nations.

**Armenian**

Armenian Medical Association, PO Box 143, Yerevan, 375010, Armenia Phone: (3741) 53-58-68 Email: armainter@hotmail.com Contact in the USA: Mike Candan Adjunct Assistant Professor, New York University, Phone: (718) 271-0170 Email: mcandan@mindspring.com

Requesting medical books and journals published within the last 10 years. Donors are requested to pay postage costs to New York. Armenian Medical Association (AMA) is a non-profit, non-governmental organization in Armenia with objectives to promote high-standard medical education and research, public health, advance ethical behavior by the medical profession, and protect the integrity and independence of the both doctor and patient. Armenian Medical Association is open to all medical professionals from Armenia and abroad regardless sex, religion and political persuasion. As the Educational Committee of the national Medical Association, we are striving to provide the best educational opportunities to the students, residents, and doctors in Armenia. Our goal is distribute donations received from abroad among several libraries, such as Republican Scientific Medical Library, Yerevan State Medical University library and University Hospital Library.

The New York based Fund for Armenian Relief has provided us with an incredible opportunity to ship donations free of charge from New York to Armenia. Our friends and colleagues in North America help us with this mission, collecting the books, packing and sending to New York. We believe that our effort is highly appreciated by the medical community in the country. As we receive their feedback, we strengthen in our goal of obtaining best of the world's medical literature and presenting it to the medical professionals in Armenia. Please, do not hesitate to contact us if you have any suggestions.

**Asia**

**The Asia Foundation/Books for Asia Kathey Tinsley**, Program Associate, 85 Charter Oak, San Francisco, CA 94127, Phone: (415) 656-8990 Fax: (415) 468-8379 Email: booksforasia@asiafound.org

Medical books in the basic sciences and clinical medicine published in the last 5 years only. 80-90% of books distributed are new; 10-20% is used books. Psychiatric, medico-economic, medical informatics books and those that pertain to U.S. culture and health care organizations are not generally helpful. Books must have been published within the last 8 years (or be no more than one edition old) and should be in new or near new condition. Contact to confirm acceptability of donation. Distributes throughout Asia via Foundation field offices.

**Bridge to Asia Foundation** Staff: Jeffrey A. Smith, Ed. D, (President) Newton X. Liu, Ph.D., (Vice-president) Alex Lee, B.A., (Program Assistant) Correspondence to: 665 Grant Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94108-2430 415-678-2990: fax 415-678-2996, email: asianet@bridge.org

Shipping addresses: Bridge to Asia, Foreign Trade Services, Pier 23, San Francisco, CA 94111 Bridge to Asia, Follett Higher Education Group, 2211 West Street, River Grove, IL 60171-1800

Graduate, undergraduate, and professional level books in all fields of the medicine, natural and physical sciences. Reference works including recent encyclopedias, atlases, almanacs, dictionaries, thesauruses, TOEFL and TESL books, and U.S. University catalogues. Distributes books to universities in the People's Republic of China, Vietnam and Cambodia.

**Cambodia**
Guidelines for Donating Medical Books, Journals, and Media Overseas

American Assistance for Cambodia (AAFC), (a 501 (c) tax-deductible organization) Attn: Gale Cogan, P.O. Box 782, 88 Parkhurst Drive, Westford, MA 01886 978-692-5443 Email: gcogan@massmed.org

Need English language medical and nursing textbooks and journals published during the last five years, focused on clinical aspects of medicine and nursing (except for the New England Journal of Medicine). Also, need pediatric books and journals for a new pediatric hospital. Contact first regarding journals to avoid duplication. Developing the first and only medical library in the only free, non-government administered hospital in Cambodia.

**China**

Medical Books for China International Attn: Mary Zoë Phillips, 13021 East Florence Avenue, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670-4505 1-800-554-2245 (U.S. only) (562) 946-8774 Fax (562) 946-0073 Email: mbci@aagl.com

Medical books and journals from 1985-current. Medical classics, textbooks, recent monographs, medical reference books, dictionaries, retrieval media, minutes and proceedings of international symposia and conferences, in all specialties. Complete sets of bound journals are preferred. Audio tapes and video tapes. Scientific works and computer discs with notation of subject and PC compatibility. Psychiatric, medico-economic, medical informatics books/journals and those which pertain to U.S. culture and health care organizations are not generally helpful. Goal is to provide medical books and other medical educational materials to medical schools, libraries, research centers, institutions, universities, and hospitals in the People’s Republic of China.

**Egypt**

Egyptian Students Association in North America (ESANA) Mohamed Elfeky, Book Campaign Manager 2003 P.O. Box 5036, Lafayette, IN 47903 Email: book@esana.org

Requesting books and journals from all disciplines as well as PC hardware and software. ESANA is a non-profit organization of volunteer Egyptian graduate students who pursue all or part of their graduate studies in USA and Canada. One of the objectives of the ESANA is to promote the cultural exchange and transfer of knowledge between North America and Egypt. Towards this objective, the ESANA book campaign project was initiated in the late 1995. The project deals with collecting donated materials to update the libraries of the Egyptian Universities and send them to Egypt.

**International**

Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA) (Charity registered with BBI) David Holdsworth, Director of Material Acquisition, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904 Phone: 301-680-6368 Fax: 301-680-6370

Books not more than 5 years old. The worldwide humanitarian ARM of the Seventh-day Adventist Church with a presence in more than 120 countries.

Brother to Brother International, Inc. (BBI) Nichole Churchill, Coordinator, Diana French, Program Manager, 4025 S. McClintock, Suite 210 P.O. Box 27634, Tempe, AZ 85285-7634 Phone: 800-642-1616 (U.S. only) or 602-345-9200 Fax: 602-345-2747 Email: nchurch@wvus.org or mveitenh@mary.wvus.org

BBI works with US businesses that have excess inventory such as pharmaceuticals, medical supplies, seed, building materials, etc., and provides it to charities worldwide. SEE: Hetrick-Martin Institute, SEE: Surgical Aid to Children of the World

Direct Relief International (DRI), Susan Fowler, Senior Program Officer, 27 South La Patera Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3251, Phone 805-964-4767 Fax: 805-681-4838 Email: dri@rain.org

Distributes Physician's Desk Reference. Provides pharmaceuticals, medical supplies, and refurbished equipment to health facilities and health projects serving the needy in medically less-developed areas of the world. Provides emergency assistance to refugees and other victims of natural disasters and civil strife.

Global Links, 4809 Penn Avenue, 2nd Floor, Pittsburgh, PA 15224, Phone: 412-361-3424 Fax: 412-361-4950 Email: global@telerama.com Global Links Warehouse, 6899 Hamilton Ave. (corner of Hamilton and N. Dallas), Pittsburgh, PA 15208 (412) 361-2420 - Warehouse Phone (412) 361-2420 - Mobile for Warehouse Manager (412) 860-6413

Medical supplies including hospital furnishings, diagnostic, therapeutic, and laboratory equipment, pharmaceuticals, personal care products, surgical gloves, gowns, surgical sutures, catheters, intravenous tubing, specimen cups, syringes, bandages, and oxygen masks. Accepts some types of medical books for teaching hospitals. Needs to know titles and year of publication. Distributes to more than 40 developing countries around the world, including the United States.
International Book Bank. P.O. Box 1662, Baltimore, MD 21203, or 4000 Buena Vista Ave., Baltimore, MD 21211, Phone 410-685-2665, fax 410-362-0336 Bridget McDonnell, office administrator. info@internationalbookbank.org Accepts only new books.

International Book Project (IBP) Attn: Ken DeGilio, Executive Director, 1440 Delaware Avenue, Lexington, KY 40505 Phone: 859-254-6771 Fax: 859-367-0242 Email: info@intlbookproject.org

Medical and nursing books (less than 10 years old) and journals (less than 5 years old) in the basic sciences and clinical medicine. Basic subject textbooks - pre-kindergarten through graduate school level, as well as library books, medical and nursing books, and National Geographics. Sends needed quality books to the most remote locations including schools, churches, communities, colleges in over 100 developing countries. In 1998, we shipped over 100,000 books - more than 100 tons! Our donors are matched with a foreign recipient who in turn sends a written thank you to the American donor establishing a global friendship. We promote literacy and global friendships one book at a time. Call for donations procedures and needs before sending. Supply list of materials prior to shipment.

Peruvian American Medical Society, Contact: Ana May Salgado, Administrator, 6488 Tamerlane Dr., West Bloomfield, MI 48322 Phone: 248-851-2709 Fax: 248-851-2044 Email: PAMS1AMS@aol.com

Requesting medical books not more than 5 yrs. old; medical journals in complete sets only please Founded in 1973 with the purpose of uniting all Peruvian physicians to improve the medical education and cultural relations between Peru and the United States. See also reports of PAMS medical missions. Prefer contact via fax rather than phone.

Sabre Foundation, 872 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 2-1, Cambridge, MA 02139, Phone: (617) 868-3510 Fax: (617) 868-7916 Email: inquiries@sabre.org sabre@sabre.org Contact: Tania Vitvitsky, Project Director

Materials needed: new books, journal subscriptions, and special collections including medicine and science. In each country, a designated non-profit partner organization, or affiliate, is responsible for title selection, identification of recipient institutions and countrywide distribution. From inventory lists provided by Sabre via e-mail, partners are able to select titles and quantities. The books and journals are then packed at Sabre's warehouse and sent in ocean freight containers (holding on average over 20,000 books). On-going programs receive between one and three containers per year, depending on the size of the program and available funding. Prospective recipients are encouraged to contact the in-country partner organization for information on obtaining donated books. A list of partner organizations and affiliates is available on Sabre's web site. A charitable organization and a registered private voluntary organization with the US Agency for International Development. Sabre's Scientific Assistance Project specializes in providing educational and professional materials to institutions and individuals in Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union and selected countries in other regions of the world. Since 1986, Sabre Foundation has donated more than three million books and journals overseas. More than 200 US and European publishers have contributed new texts.

Sudan-American Foundation for Education, Inc, (SAFE) is a registered nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization (EIN 52-1483483). www.sudan-safe.org Dr. Lee Burchinal, SAFE Executive Director, 3122 Ross Road, Ames, IA 50014

Since 1985, we have delivered over 290,000 books to more than 60 Sudanese libraries, colleges, universities and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).SAFE operates entirely with volunteers. Officers, directors, and others volunteer their services. There is no paid staff. Financial contributions are used only to pay for operational expenses that cannot be obtained gratis. Our 36th and final shipment of donated books was sent to Sudan in December 2011 for distribution by the Ahfad University for Women to colleges and universities in Sudan and South Sudan. Beginning in 2012, SAFE will support two new activities at colleges and universities in Sudan and South Sudan.

We eagerly seek books in a wide variety of disciplines and fields. We ask you to consider the following selection criteria as you think about books you may donate. In addition, we offer some suggestions for sources of books for donation to SAFE. In making a book donation, you can either ship or deliver books to either of our warehouses, one in Beltsville, MD and the other in Ames, IA. In either case, please contact Dr. Burchinal, executive director of SAFE, for instructions.

United States Book Exchange (USBE). A 501(c)3 Non-profit Corporation , John T. Zubal, President, 2969 West 25th Street, Cleveland, OH 44113 Phone: (216) 241-6960 Fax: (216) 241-6966 Email: usbe@usbe.com

Periodicals in all academic fields, with special strength in medicine, science and technology. Each week USBE sets aside for free distribution to libraries in developing countries and libraries that have severe budgetary problems in all locations thousands of periodic issues. Publication dates may vary widely. The Donational Program’s greatest strength is in medicine, science, and technology, including computer science. Since 1992 when the Donational Program was reactivated, USBE has shipped approximately two million periodicals to libraries in Tanzania, Uganda, Haiti, Philippines,
Belarus, Pakistan, Peru, Ecuador, South Korea, and Vietnam as well as to several US institutions. At present USBE is equipped to send only full container lots of periodicals to libraries. Containers hold about 10,000 kilos packed in Gaylord boxes on pallets. Receiving libraries are responsible for all preparation and transportation charges. USBE will make shipping arrangements as the receiving library requests. Due to lack of storage space and of demand, USBE cannot receive donations of JSTOR titles, medical journal titles published prior to 2009, or reference works published prior to 2010.